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1. In the IS-LM-PC model, which of the following is assumed to be exogenous?

(a) G

(b) C

(c) I

(d) Y

2. If the output is too high, to achieve the medium run equilibrium, the central bank will

(a) increases policy rate.

(b) reduces policy rate.

(c) increase money supply.

(d) increases inflation rate.

3. The zero lower bound refers to the situation that

(a) the lowest the central bank can decrease the nominal policy rate is 0%.

(b) real interest rate is 0

(c) inflation rate is 0

(d) risk premium is 0

4. As fiscal consolidation takes place, the central bank should

(a) decrease the policy rate.

(b) increase the policy rate.

(c) increase inflation rate.

(d) decrease money supply.
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5. Consider the following IS-LM PC model:

C = 100 + .5(Y − T )

I = 100 + .25Y − 1000(r + x)

G = 200

T = 200

i = .05

r = i− πe

x = .03

π − πe = .00025(Y − Yn)

(a) Suppose that rn = .03 and inflation expectations are anchored at .02. Using this

information find the natural level of output.

(b) Suppose that the government chooses to increase spending to 300. First find the

new natural rate of interest. Find this by setting Y = Yn in the IS relation with

G=300.

(c) Assuming the nominal interest rate is unchanged find the effect on output and

inflation.

(d) What must the nominal interest rate be set to in order to return to the natural

level of output?

(e) If the increase in government spending is permanent, what will likely happen to

inflation expectations?
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6. The current Coronavirus outbreak can be thought of as both a demand-side shock

(consumers are spending less due to uncertainty and fear of contracting the disease)

and a supply side shock (certain supply-lines have been disrupted, delaying and or

increasing production costs). Assume we are initially at Yn.

(a) First graph the effect of this shock in the IS-LM-PC model for the case where

the drop in demand is larger than the drop in the natural level of output. (Show

both the IS-LM and the PC graphs)

(b) If policy makers try to return output to its old natural level, what will happen?

Are the consequences of this action better if the supply shock is temporary vs

permanent?

(c) Suppose in the long-run the virus leads to a shift towards remote work which

makes labor markets more flexible. What happens to the natural level of output?
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